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PROFILE

Philadelphia native Hope Cohen began her culinary
career at a very young age in the late 1970’s.

“Hope is a delight to
work with. Sharing
the kitchen with her
is always a pleasure.”
- Jose Andres of
The Bazaar, Jose,
Jaleo, Cafe Atlantico,
Minibar, Oyamel,
Zaytinya, and Think
Food Group

When she was just 18 years old,
the self-taught chef started her
own catering business after having
worked in both front and back
of the house positions in upscale
restaurants on Philadelphia’s
exclusive Main Line.
The drive to advance her budding
culinary career led Cohen to the
kitchens of the premier chefs
and restauranteurs in Philadelphia and its suburbs. The
father of Philadelphia’s restaurant renaissance, Neil Stein,
recognized her talent and employed her as a culinary
consultant to several of his posh eateries: Striped Bass,
Rouge, Bleu and Avenue B. Esquire magazine’s “Chef of the
Year,” Guillermo Pernot also requested her help with his
Vega Grill and ¡Pasion! restaurants.
Being so much in demand with such a dizzying schedule,
Chef Cohen still managed to make time to expand her
culinary repertoire through apprenticeships with several
Michelin Star chefs in France, Italy and Spain.
Wishing to parlay her well-rounded experience into an
even greater role in Philadelphia’s exploding culinary
scene, Chef Cohen auditioned for and won the role of host
of “The Fretz Kitchen,” Comcast CN8’s leading cooking
show. Her knowledge, easy-going manner and on-air
charisma have attracted the nation’s most celebrated,
talented chefs and sommeliers as guests of the show, and
have helped expand its reach to over 20 million living
rooms nationally. As a result, she is a highly esteemed
member of and has excellent relationships within the
culinary communities in Philadelphia, the Mid-Atlantic
and New England states.

In 2002, Chef Cohen’s entrepreneurial spirit led
her to found her own culinary consulting company,
Strawberryblonde Consulting. As founder and
President, she advises an ever-more-prestigious list
of clients on restaurant concepts, cuisine, menus and
proper culinary execution. She also instructs culinary
seminars and has been a guest lecturer on food &
culture at the ivy league powerhouse University of
Pennsylvania. The world’s largest television retailer,
QVC, has taken notice, tapping Strawberry blonde
and Chef Cohen to represent culinary products on air
on a regular basis. She has been invited on several
occasions to join James Beard Award winning chefs,
as guest chefs in the kitchen at the prestigious James
Beard House in New York City, part of The James
Beard Foundation.
Chef Cohen’s hard work has earned her the
reputation of one of Philadelphia’s gastronomic
movers and shakers. She has been featured in the
“Vanguard” section of Philadelphia Style magazine,
the food section of the Philadelphia Daily News,
and has graced the covers of chic mags Main Line
Today and Real Philly. BMW, N.A. has nabbed her for
national print advertising and Southwest Airlines
followed suit, offering her a role in several nationally
televised commercials. Recognizing the value of her
on-air persona, several notoriously egocentric local
restaurateurs have even replaced themselves with
Cohen in their restaurant commercials.
In her continuing quest for education and self
improvement, Cohen still travels extensively
throughout Europe, studying restaurants, the art
of cooking and their relation to culture.
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Saladworks Adds
Avocadolicious Salad
SPOKESPERSON

4.24.2008 — Saladworks is giving customers a big dose
of hope this spring.
As part of Saladworks’ signature series, celebrity Chef Hope Cohen created the
Avocadolicious Salad which hit all franchise locations this April.
“I’ve always been a huge fan of Saladworks and their fresh selection of menu
items,” says Cohen. “My Avocadolicious Salad will be a favorite of customers
looking for a refreshing and healthy meal this spring.”

Event Emcee

The Avocadolicious Salad is an invigorating blend of delicious vegetables
featuring diced Hass Avocado, mandarin oranges, hearts of palm, grape tomatoes,
sliced cucumbers, black olives, and garbanzo beans on top of our tender spring
mix. The salad is topped with a zesty lemon dill vinaigrette dressing.

Billboard Feature
Specialty Salad
Recipe Creator

As part of the Signature Series, Saladworks donate $5,000 to the charity of the
chef’s choice. Cohen’s charity is the Ronald McDonald Camp, a site in the Pocono
Mountains for children age 7-19 that are currently or have been treated for cancer.
The Avocadolicious Salad is available
at all 91 Saladworks locations June 30
when the next Signature Series salad is
revealed.

“I enjoyed working
with you, thank-you!
Call me anytime - I’m
ready to cook for you
again.”
- Michel Richard of
Citronelle, Wash. D.C.

Host of “The Chef’s Kitchen” on CN8,
Cohen has worked as a culinary
consultant to many of Philadelphia’s most
popular restaurants including “Avenue B,”
“Bleu,”“Rouge” and “Striped Bass.”
The first installment of the signature
series featured Chef Jim Coleman’s Wild
Alaskan Grilled Salmon Salad which
became one of the most popular offerings
at Saladworks.
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c li c k
th e
li n k s !

“Philadelphia Style” Magazine approached Hope for her unique style
of hosting the best holiday soirée. Hope offered tips on ambience, her
favorite holiday music mix, decor, and of course FOOD!
click

IN THE PRESS

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2009

http://www.phillystylemag.com
Photos courtesy of Michael Sahadi: (www.michaelsahadi.com)

“Hope is a fantastic
TV host... she makes
everyone comfortable
and keeps things fun
and energized. She
has great knowledge
of food and varied
cooking styles which
make for a much more
interesting show”
- Michael Schlow of
Radius and Via Matta,
Boston
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“Mainline Today” Magazine approached Hope for an exclusive glimpse into the 100
year old modern/classic stone colonial home in Bryn Mawr, PA she calls home. The
space is a calming oasis, with a feel similar to that of a boutique hotel. It’s also where
she brainstorms and develops recipes, writes her cookbook, and of course entertains.
click

IN THE PRESS

SEPTEMBER 2010

Full Article:
http://www.mainlinetoday.com/Main-Line-Today/September-2010/
Where-Hope-Resides

“Cooking with Hope
Cohen is always a
pleasure. She is the
supreme professional
with a true love of
food.”
- Chris Scarduzzio
of Brasserie Perrier,
Table 31 Philadelphia
and Mia, Caesars
Palace, Atlantic City
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“Mainline” Magazine ran their annual Food Issue and just couldn’t pass
up running a piece on Hope as an inspiration to their readers. Hope is a
prominent culinary personality in the area and she played a key part in
creating relevance and credibility to the issue.
click

IN THE PRESS

LATE WINTER 2010

http://www.mainlinemag.com/CMS/lifestyle/high-hopes
Photo courtesy of Brenda Carpenter: (http://brendacarpenter.com)

“If you’re attune to
what’s happening in
the food world, then
you’re probably very
familiar with the name
Hope Cohen. After
all, it’s this sweet,
spirited culinary
entrepreneur who’s
amongst the area’s
hottest gastronomical
personalities.”

“Hope understands
food and she is very
talented.”
- Guillermo Pernot
of ¡Pasión!, Concept
Chef of Cuba Libre,
Philadelphia, A.C.,
and Orlando
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“Hope is a great host
because she relates to
the chefs and speaks
their lingo. She does
not miss a beat; she
is very genuine and
credible.”

Hope was featured in Philadelphia Style Magazine’s annual “Vanguard”
Issue. This special section highlights people on the forefront of
Philadelphia’s arts, media, fashion, business, and social scenes.
click

IN THE PRESS

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2003

http://www.phillystylemag.com
Photos courtesy of Pierre Nicola D’Amico: (www.damicostudios.com)
Cover Illustration courtesy of Dominic Savini (www.domsavini.com)

“My role is to
bring out the
best in the chef
and to help the
home viewer
understand
what the chef is
thinking...not
just what he’s
doing, but how
the [cooking]
process works”
- Hope Cohen

- Christopher Lee of
Aureole, NYC
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Hope Cohen has also been featured in the following publications:

IN THE PRESS

2008 EDITION - Cover
PHILADELPHIA CUISINE Menus and Recipes from Philadelphia’s Finest Restaurants

PHLARE MAGAZINE The Magazine for Philly’s Young Business Woman (Contributing writer)
“Love of Mezedes” Sept/Oct 07 by Hope Cohen
a primer on Greek Cuisine and a review of Philadelphia area Greek restaurants

“Viva L’Italia” June 08 by Hope Cohen
a primer on Italian Cuisine and review of Philadelphia area Italian restaurants

“Mexican Summer” Aug 08 by Hope Cohen
a primer on the cuisine of The Riviera Maya, Mexico and review of Philadelphia area Mexican eateries

REALPHILLY MAGAZINE “Hope Cohen is Cookin’!”

inside

MARCH 2005 - Cover

NOVEMBER 2004 - Cover

- Michael Schlow of
Radius and Via Matta,
Boston

MAIN LINE TODAY The 20 Most Eligible
inside

“Hope is a fantastic
TV host... she makes
everyone comfortable
and keeps things fun
and energized. She
has great knowledge
of food and varied
cooking styles which
make for a much more
interesting show”

NOVEMBER 2004
“Cooks, Free Yourselves, Make the Thanksgiving Meal Quick and Easy” by April Lisante
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ON-AIR TV Host and Personality
click

ON THE AIR

formerly “The Fretz Kitchen”

http://www.chefskitchen.tv

For the viewer who is passionate about food and wine, The Chef’s Kitchen
provides tips and techniques from the country’s most exclusive restaurants. The
show is dynamic in its production and entertaining in its content. We feature
award-winning chefs, notable bakers and the world’s most learned sommeliers.
Every episode showcases one of the nation’s top culinary talents; they share their
basic disciplines with our audience resulting in techniques that are original and
informative. For individuals who enjoy the art of cooking this natural sharing of
knowledge and creativity is very appealing.
The collective viewership of The Chef’s Kitchen now boasts an impressive total
audience of 30 million households on traditional broadcast, cable and satellite
television.
The :90 vignettes air on Google Video, YouTube, Blip.TV, Apple iTunes, MeFeedia,
Odeo, Podcast.net, Podcast Directory, Podcast Alley, Podcasting News, Podcast
Pickle, Pod Feed and Howcast.
Full episodes are syndicated on hulu.com, Blip.TV and TV.com. It is through this
electronic distribution that The Chef’s Kitchen is extremely accessible to our
affiliate’s targeted market.

“Working with Hope
was comfortable, fun,
exciting and delicious.
I am waiting for my
next invite.”
- David Burke of
David Burke and
Donatella, NYC

IN-Flight Programming
Frontier, Jet Blue and Continental Airlines now air our :90 vignettes. This unique
mode of broadcasting reaches a captured audience around the globe. Allowing a
wide variety of vacationers and business people alike to enjoy our content prior to
the menu options.
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TV Appearances

ON THE AIR

Hope has appeared nationally with the following list of incredibly
talented, celebrated chefs and culinary personalities.

“What fun it was to work
with Hope Cohen on
an episode of The Fretz
Kitchen. Hope’s charm
and professionalism
really made the set
alive. Her knife skills
aren’t bad either!”
- Chef Daniel Boulud of
Daniel, New York City

Georges Perrier

Christopher Cary

Nora Pouillon

Lee Hanson

Robert Irvine

Walter Staib

Riad Nasir

Vikram Garg

Christina Pirello

Pino Maffeo

Sam Hayward

Sylvia Weinstock

Anita Lo

Jeff Tunks

Bryce Whittlsey

Robert Fathman

Bill Fischer

Jose Andres

Anhil Rohira

Xavier Teixido

Chris Beischer

Christopher Lee

Jose Garces

Brian Klein

Matsuhara Morimoto

Rod Mitchell

Chris Scarduzzio

Douglas Rodrigez

Michael Yeamans

David Burke

WJLA (7) ABC Washington,

Brian Riemer

Waldy Malouf

D.C., Northern Virginia

Roberto Donna

Patrick Feury

Tony Clark

Guillermo Pernot

Lance Holten

Eric Ripart

Fabio Trabbochi

David Pasternak

Terrance Feury

Daniel Boulud

Robert Bennett

Ed Brown

Michele Richard

Michael Schlow

Melissa Kelly

Shea Gallante

James Barrett

Johann Svenson

Marc Vetri

Alexandra Guarnaschelli

Joel Assouline

Jonathan Cartwright

Paul Dillon

Andrew Carmellini

David Weiderholt

Katsuya Fukishima

Jean Marie Lacroix

David Banks

Luke Palladino

Todd Gray

David Murphy

Gerard Paugaud

Comcast CN8 Mid Atlantic
Maine to Virginia
Comcast Video On-Demand
QVC On-Demand National
NBC-10 Philadelphia
Fox-23 Maine

WMTW (8) ABC Maine
Dish Network National
Las Vegas 1-TV LV1
Ohio News Network – ONN
Comcast-TV (35) CN35 Florida
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CONTACT

For Media Opportunities and Inquiries:

Hope Cohen
Strawberryblonde Consulting
T
F
E

610.420.0470
610.527.7849

hope@hopecooks.com
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